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Objective: To explore the research hotspot and frontier direction of TCM nursing of

insomnia and provide reference for the follow-up study of the optimal scheme of TCM

nursing of insomnia.

Background: Insomnia is a common sleep-wake disorder, affects 6–10% of adults and

was associated with independent higher risks of cardiovascular disease and diabetes.

TCM Nursing Techniques of insomnia has a long history and has shown a definite

impact. However, it’s still lack of analysis in the field of the most commonly used and

effective techniques, as well as the co-morbidities associated with insomnia. Therefore,

the database was searched and analyzed to find effective TCM Nursing Techniques for

insomnia and related diseases related to insomnia.

Method: Randomized controlled trials on the intervention of TCM Nursing Techniques

in insomnia were retrieved from Web of Science Core Collection and imported into

CiteSpace 5.6.R5 visualization software. The works of literature were co-cited by

keywords authors and institutions for visual analysis, and the co-morbidities associated

with insomnia of TCM Nursing Techniques in literature was extracted manually. The

symptoms of co-morbidities associated with insomnia were imported into Cytoscape

3.9.0 software and clustered by CytoHubba.

Result: As of October 20, 2021, the literature published in the last 20 years from Web

of Science Core Collection was screened, and the publication period of the included

literature was from 2004 to 2021. From 2016 to now, the total number of articles has

been increasing. A total of 146 articles were included, and the highest production year

was 2020. There is little cooperation between states, institutions, and authors. China

(including Hong Kong and Taiwan) and Hong Kong Polytech University are leading

countries and institutions in this area. MYUNGHAENG HUR is the most cited author,

and J ALTERN COMPLEM MED is the most cited journal. According to cluster analysis

and keyword frequency, auricular therapy, aromatherapy, and acupressure are the three
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most commonly used techniques. While the top five co-morbidities are fatigue, anxiety,

depression, pain and hemodialysis. The three frontier topics and the main research

directions are sleep quality, comorbid insomnia and clinical trial design.

Conclusion: We found that acupressure, aromatherapy, and auricular acupoint therapy

are themost commonly used nursingmethods of TCM to intervene in insomnia. However,

these studies have limitations such as small sample size, lack of objectivity in evaluating

sleep quality, and high heterogeneity of intervention measures, which are not conducive

to forming TCM clinical nursing guidelines. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt objectified

sleep quality evaluation methods, select suitable acupoints according to TCM theories,

and design multi-center large-sample clinical trials based on the safety principle of

randomized blind control. This study provides an in-depth perspective for insomnia

research on TCM Nursing Techniques and includes information for follow-up research

on TCM Nursing Techniques of insomnia.

Keywords: insomnia, TCM, nursing, technique, visualization analysis, bibliometric

INTRODUCTION

In clinical practice, insomnia is one of the most common
sleep disorders. The treatment of insomnia was originally
mentioned in ancient Chinese medical books in “Nanjing”
(Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Eighty-one Difficult Issues).
Chinese medicine calls it “Bu Mei,” “Bu De Mian,” “Bu De
Wo” and so on. According to epidemiological surveys conducted
around the world, the population diagnosed with insomnia
accounts for 6 to 10% of the total population (1). Insomnia
is becoming more common as social stress levels rise (2).
According to subjective evaluation criteria, the percentage of
individuals who fit the diagnostic criteria for insomnia ranges
from 10 to 15%, and current research indicates that insomnia
is linked to mental problems and physical ailments in a variety
of ways (3). Insomnia reduces patients’ learning and work
efficiency, increases error rates, harms patients’ quality of life,
and significantly burdens society. As a result, their quality of
life suffers greatly, and develops distressing and frustrating
feelings. In recent years, there has been the concept of comorbid
insomnia (4), insomnia combined with endocrine diseases,
cardiovascular diseases and other diseases of patients began to
increase. Therefore, we hope to explore the field of comorbid
insomnia (5, 6).

There are numerous studies of insomnia in recent years,
however owing to the subjective nature of insomnia,
there are still limits in definitions, quantitative standards,
epidemiological investigations, and other elements of insomnia
(7–9). International specialists are still actively seeking effective
treatments for insomnia. Many nations’ guidelines (10–12)
separate adult chronic insomnia treatment into two categories:
Pharmacotherapy and non-pharmacotherapy. Pharmacotherapy
is usually administered with sedative-hypnotics such as
benzodiazepines. However, these therapies have various

Abbreviations: TCM nursing, Traditional Chinese Medicine Nursing; RCTs,

Randomized Controlled Trials.

drawbacks, such as side effects, patients’ dissatisfied attitudes,
and contraindications (13–15). Non-pharmacological treatments
include cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia (CBT-I).
Although CBT-I is currently considered the most effective
non-pharmacological treatment for insomnia, CBT-I has sleep
restriction and other demanding treatments (16). The treatment
may be the factor in the stress experienced by patients during
CBT-I, directly or indirectly leading to increased anxiety and
depressive symptoms during treatment (17). Because the need
for western therapy to control insomnia has not been met,
medical staffs began to consider the possible role of TCM in
preventing and treating insomnia, and a number of clinical
studies in this field are attracting more and more attention in the
sleep field.

TCM nursing is a subject which is old yet young. Guided by
theories of TCM, it adopts the concept of holism and nursing
determination based on pattern differentiation. TCM nursing
has rich connotation and unique theories, approaches and
techniques. It is a practical science, which combines prevention,
health care, rehabilitation and medicine to take care of the
sick, the old, the weak, the young and the handicapped, and
implements specific nursing techniques to safeguard the health
of people (18). Meanwhile, TCM Nursing Techniques is also an
essential part of Chinese medicine, is the application of Chinese
medicine therapy in clinical nursing work and expands the scope
of care. TCM Nursing Techniques has the advantages of being
simple, convenient, effective, and low cost sincerely welcomed
and favored by the people (19). TCM Nursing Techniques gives
play to the holistic concept of traditional Chinese medicine and
the characteristics of comprehensive dialectical regulation in
treatment to overcome the single blocking sedation treatment
phenomenon. More and more clinical trials as evidence support
the effectiveness of TCM Nursing Techniques in the treatment
of insomnia (20–23). TCM Nursing Techniques are widely used
in the clinic and are highly accepted by patients. In 2016,
China published its first TCM clinical practice guidelines for
insomnia—Guidelines for clinical practice of Chinese medicine
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FIGURE 1 | Number of publications per year. The annual number of publication on acupuncture in insomnia.

TABLE 1 | Top 5 country/region and institute.

Rank Country/region Frequency Country/region Centrality Institution Frequency

1 PEOPLES R CHINA 33 PEOPLES R CHINA 0.57 Hong Kong Polytech Univ 7

2 TAIWAN 26 USA 0.45 China Acad Chinese Med Sci 6

3 USA 20 AUSTRALIA 0.12 Eulji Univ 6

4 IRAN 20 IRAN 0.11 China Med Univ 4

5 TURKEY 17 ENGLAND 0.10 Erciyes Univ 4

in insomnia (WHO/WPO) (24), and the TCM Diagnosis and
Treatment Program of Insomnia (25) were updated in the same
year. The holistic concept of Traditional Chinese Medicine has
made outstanding contributions to the research of life sciences.
The use of Traditional Chinese Medicine to treat insomnia has
improved the prevention and treatment level of insomnia in the
world and played an essential role in reducing the economic
burden of health. The above two guidelines combine the
internationally recognized diagnostic standards and treatment
norms of insomnia and summarize the current evidence-based
medical evidence of TCM (including TCM Nursing Techniques)
in preventing and treating insomnia. Compared with traditional
Chinese medicine formula, TCM Nursing Techniques avoids the
side effects such as liver and kidney damage that may be caused
by oral administration. However, both guidelines point out that
TCM treatment of insomnia still needs further improvement. In
recent years, researchers have conducted many studies on TCM

Nursing Techniques in treating insomnia, and many research
results have been published worldwide. The field of TCM nursing
is undergoing a period of rapid development. However, no
comprehensive analysis has been undertaken to describe the
distribution and contribution of the research output of global
institutions. Therefore, we conducted a bibliometric analysis to
comprehensively understand the research trend of TCM nursing
techniques in insomnia intervention from multiple aspects. Our
research objective is to provide a valuable reference for clinical
researchers and practitioners.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection
Data for this article were collected from the Web of Science
Core Collection Database, October 20, 2021. The search strategy
consists of three parts. First, we have listed the indexes of various
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FIGURE 2 | Network map showing the relations between various countries (A) and the Institutions (B).

TCM Nursing Techniques. The Scope of TCM techniques were
refered to the National Administration of Traditional Chinese
Medicine (SATCM), which is a national standard, including 18
TCM techniques (26). The leading 21 retrieval words were #1
TCM nursing technology, #2 moxibustion, #3 auricular therapy,
#4 cupping, #5 Acupoint Application, #6 acupoint injection, #7
Acupressure, #8 Scraping Therapy, #9 Medical Wax Therapy,
#10 Foot Bath Therapy, #11 cold compress therapy, #12 Wet
Compress Therapy, #13Drug Smearing Therapy, #14 Fumigating
and Steaming Therapy, #15 Chinese medicine hot pressing
compress, #16 Chinese Medicine Ion Introduction Therapy, #17
Retention Enemawith Chinese Herb. These words are translation
The search comprises keywords and extensions, covering any
time, English languages and all document types.

Second, subject searches focus on index terms related to
insomnia. Search strategy = (insomnia) OR (sleeplessness) OR
(sleep initiation) OR (maintenance disorders) OR (disorders of
initiating and maintaining sleep) OR (primary insomnia) OR
(transient insomnia) OR (secondary insomnia) OR (insomnia
disorder) OR (sleep initiation dysfunction) OR (quality of
sleep) OR (sleep complaint) OR (sleep problem) OR (sleep
disturbance) OR (sleep disorder). The language document type
and period were the same as the first query, which produced
134,978 records.

Third, because there are more than 100 words in the search
strategy, the Web of Science database cannot recognize it, so we
split the search strategy into five parts, respectively combined
with the insomnia search strategy.

Finally, we screened out literature on TCM Nursing
Techniques for insomnia from the retrieval results of five parts,
selected clinical trials, included and excluded the scientific
achievements of conference reports, newspapers, and expert
experience, and obtained 146 records in total. The exported
file is in the download_∗∗∗. TXT format that CiteSpace can
recognize. The imported data is complete records and referenced

references. The subject search query is shown in Appendix 1, 2

in Supplementary Material.

Analysis Tool
Data Management Bibliometric Analysis
CiteSpace 5.6.R5 used a visual knowledge graph to discover
the research frontiers and emerging trends in TCM Nursing
Techniques for insomnia. The following parameters were set:
(1) Time period (2001–2021), 1 year per slice; (2) Pruning pick
pathfinder and pruning sliced networks, Top N = 25. Aside
from that, all other settings are set to default; (3) Cluster analysis
was performed using “K” and “LLR.” Modularity Q and Mean
Silhouette were employed in the investigation and assessment of
the cluster map. Generally, clustering is substantial and feasible
when Q > 0.3 and S > 0.5. Meanwhile, S > 0.7 indicates
that the grouping is convincing. The development trend and
research hotspots in the field of TCM nursing of insomnia can be
intuitively presented by drawing the multi-time-sharing dynamic
visualization knowledge map and the change of publication
quantity over time (27).

Cluster Analysis Based on Article Content
Two researchers extracted the information of 146 articles,
and the TCM Nursing Techniques, co-morbidities associated
with insomnia, and symptoms of co-morbidities associated
with insomnia were extract from the articles, respectively and
sorted by Excel (Microsoft Office Home and Student 2019).
Finally, we obtained 14 TCM Nursing Techniques, 69 co-
morbidities associated with insomnia, and 6 main symptoms
of co-morbidities associated with insomnia. The sorted
Excel table was imported into Cytoscape 3.9.0 for mapping.
CytoHubba plug-in was used for clustering with Degree
algorithm (the higher Degree value is, the more connections
the node has).
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FIGURE 3 | Network map of cited journal.

TABLE 2 | Top 5 cited journal.

Rank Cited journal Frequency Cited journal Centrality

1 J ALTERN

COMPLEM

MED

68 AM J

CHINESE

MED

0.22

2 EVID-BASED

COMPL ALT

67 ACTA

PSYCHIAT

SCAND

0.20

3 COMPLEMENT

THER MED

59 SLEEP MED 0.17

4 PSYCHIAT

RES

58 ANN INTERN

MED

0.17

5 SLEEP 43 BRIT MED J 0.16

RESULTS

Trends in Research Publications
According to the retrieval, the clinical study on TCM Nursing
Techniques for insomnia was first published in 2004, so we
conducted a comprehensive analysis of the global situation of the
research results from 2004 to 2021. The included literature were

plotted into a bar chart, and the results showed that the overall
number of articles presented a steady upward trend. According
to Figure 1, we can find the research trends in several stages.
The first stage was 2004 and 2012, which was the trough period
of clinical research of TCM Nursing Techniques to intervene
insomnia. The overall number of articles published fluctuated in a
small range and presented a stable trend, with about three articles
published every year, but the number of articles published in 2006
was 0. In the second stage, 2013 saw a rapid growth in the number
of articles published. A total of 11 articles were published, which
was the year with the largest number of articles published in the
first decade. The third stage, from 2014 to 2021, saw rapid growth
in the number of publications. Although the number of articles
published in 2014 and 2015 decreased slightly compared with
2013, it began to recover and proliferate in 2016, especially in
2020, the number of articles published reached 25.

Analysis of Countries and Institutes
Twenty-eight different countries or regions have contributed to
this literature. Table 1 lists the top five countries in terms of
the number of publications and centrality. The national network
map is represented by 28 nodes and 30 links (Figure 2A). China
(including Taiwan), as the origin of TCM Nursing Techniques,
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FIGURE 4 | The dual-map overlay of journals related to PE research. [The Dual-map Overlay of Journals Related to the treatment of Insomnia by TCM Nursing

Techniques research. There were three citation paths. The top green path, articles published in medicine/medical/clinical journals mostly cited journals in

health/nursing/medicine area; the bottom green path, articles published in medicine/medical/clinical journals partially cited journals in psychology/education/social

area. The blue path, articles published in psychology/education/health journals partially cited journals in health/nursing/medicine area. (Color figure online)].

published 49 out of 146 articles, accounting for 33.56% of
the included articles. Meanwhile, the United States and Iran
ranked third and fourth in terms of the number of publications,
respectively, with frequency of 20, indicating that TCM Nursing
Techniques in treating insomnia have attracted much attention
in these two countries. The top five countries were China (0.57),
USA (0.45), Australia (0.12), Iran (0.11), and England (0.1), all
of which centrality were more than 0.1, indicating that these five
countries had sound mediating effects (Table 1).

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) tops the
list of research institutes studying TCM Nursing Techniques
for insomnia (Figure 2B), followed by the China Academy of
Chinese Medical Sciences. In addition, Eulji University in South
Korea, China Medical University and Erciyes University in
Turkey have carried out many studies in the field (Table 1).
However, auricular therapy is the most studied TCM Nursing
Techniques in the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (28, 29),
China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences (30, 31), and
China Medical University (32, 33), followed by acupressure.
Aromatherapy is the primary TCM Nursing Techniques studied
by institutions from Korea (34, 35) and Turkey (36, 37).

Journal Distribution
This study uses the CiteSpace system to generate a cited journal
map with node 408 and line 1829 (Figure 3). J ALTERN
COMPLEM MED (IF 2020 = 2.582) is the most-cited journal
in the research field of TCM Nursing Techniques for insomnia,
and the second cited journal is EVID-BASED COMPL ALT (IF
2020 = 2.63) (Table 2). Interestingly, the top five journals in
citation frequency and centrality were all different. The journal
with the highest centrality was AM J CHINESE MED (IF 2020
= 4.667), and the most frequently cited article on sleep in the

journal was a randomized controlled trial published by Italian
researchers, which was cited 77 times in total. Studies have
shown that at the end of 6 months of acupressure treatment for
adolescent insomnia, the intervention group’s sleep efficiency and
sleep duration were significantly improved. This study concluded
that acupressure treatment for adolescent insomnia is a non-
invasive, safe, and effective treatment with good compliance and
less adverse reactions (38).

Figure 4 shows the double map coverage of journals similar to
the cited and cited journal maps on the left and right, respectively.
Each covered journal field type is represented by a label indicating
the citation status of each journal. From left to right, green and
blue lines show the double map overlay showing the three main
citation paths for this topic.

Analysis of Authors
Among the top five authors cited frequently (Figure 5A;
Table 3), MYUNGHAENG HUR from South Korea ranked
the first (34, 39–41), published four articles in total, mainly
studying aromatherapy and the combination of aromatherapy
and massage. The other four authors are Kuo et al. (42),
Yeh et al. (43), Zhao et al. (44), and Bergdahl et al. (45).
However, these authors are from different countries/regions
and institutions (Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the United States)
China). They are both active in researching the effects of
auricular therapy, a TCM Nursing Techniques on insomnia.
Although the authors ranked 2–4 have similar research
fields, it can be seen from the author’s co-occurrence
network map that there is almost no cooperation among
these authors.

Author co-citation data was analyzed by CiteSpace
and visualized by co-citation network diagram, forming
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FIGURE 5 | Network map of author (A), cited author (B) and cluster map of cited author (C).

TABLE 3 | Top 5 authors and cited authors.

Rank Author Count Cited author Count Centrality

1 MYUNGHAENG HUR 4 BUYSSE DJ 61 0.44

2 DEBRA K CREEDY 3 TSAY SL 19 0.16

3 CHAO HSING YEH 3 YEUNG WF 16 0.05

4 BIN ZHAO 3 LILLEHEI AS 14 0.15

5 JANERIK BROMAN 2 CHIEN LW 14 0.10

a network diagram of cited authors with 330 nodes and
509 connections (Figure 5B). In the co-cited author atlas
cluster, the main TCM Nursing Techniques for insomnia
are acupressure, aromatherapy, and auricular therapy
(Figure 5C). BUYSSE DJ topped the cited authors list
(Table 3), followed by TSAY SL, YEUNG WF, LILLEHEI
AS and CHIEN LW. BUYSSE DJ ranked first in co-citation
frequency and centrality, with a co-citation frequency of 61
times. He is a sleep expert and developed the Pittsburgh

Sleep Quality Index, which is still used today to assess sleep
quality (46).

Analysis of References and Cocitations
The co-cited literature network map consists of 419 nodes and
1,140 connections (Figures 6A,B). Based on the clustering of
citation keywords, the clustering module value (Modularity, Q
value) is 0.9271 (>0.3), the community structure in the cluster is
significant, with an average Silhouette (S value) of 0.6722 (>0.7),
the clustering can be convincing.

Table 4 lists the top five most-cited articles from 2004 to 2021.
In terms of citation frequency, Karadag (56) article published
in 2017 ranks the first, which is still actively cited up to now.
A randomized controlled study using aromatherapy (lavender
essential oil) in 60 patients in a southeastern Turkish province
improved sleep quality in the intensive care unit (ICU). It
recommended the use of cost-effective independent nursing
interventions for cardiac patients in the ICU. The top five articles
were all studies on aromatherapy for insomnia. One was a
systematic review and the rest were clinical trials.
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FIGURE 6 | Network map (A), timezone view (B), cluster map (C) and timeline (D) of the cocitation reference.

Ancoli-israel Sonia’s article (48) was not only the most co-
cited in mediating centrality, with a centrality of 0.12(>0.1)
(Table 4), and cited 97 times, so this article has a high impact. The
results of this controlled longitudinal study showed that breast
cancer patients still had poorer sleep quality than non-cancer
patients even one year after treatment. However, further research
is needed to determine whether treatment of sleep disorders
prior to initiation of chemotherapy minimizes the severity of
symptoms over time, and the timing entry points for various
interventions are tentatively explored.

In order to obtain critical clusters for citation, representative
clusters are selected from clusters generated on the network
atlas to reflect research patterns and emerging trends (Figure 6C;
Table 5). The largest cluster is Sleep Quality, with a Silhouette
value of 0.848, indicating that the results are meaningful. The
second cluster is inhaled lavender, with a Silhouette value
of 0.919. The third cluster, WaitList-Controlled trial, has a
Silhouette value of 0.927. As can be seen from the timeline
(Figure 6D), the Waitlist-Controlled trial has a high centrality.

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs), the most commonly used
method to study clinical efficacy, must be carefully designed. The
establishment of the waiting group, to some extent, avoids the
placebo effect, meets the ethical requirements, and increases the
credibility of research results.

Analysis of Keyword
Keywords co-occurrence can effectively reflect research hotspots
and cutting-edge topics and provide research support. Insomnia
can occur not only alone but in combination with other
conditions. From 286 notes and 1069 links through keyword
co-occurrence graph (Figure 7A), the top five of co-morbidities
associated with insomnia is fatigue, anxiety, depression, pain,
and hemodialysis. The frequency and centrality of anxiety
were relatively high. The top five TCM Nursing Techniques
for insomnia is aromatherapy, acupressure, massage, auricular
acupressure and aromatherapy massage. The frequency and
centrality are relatively high TCM Nursing Techniques is
aromatherapy (Tables 6, 7). As can be seen from the timezone
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TABLE 4 | Top 5 cited references.

Rank Cited reference Frequency Title (Country/Region) Cited reference Centrality Title

(country/region)

1 Karadag (47) 9 Effects of aromatherapy on sleep

quality and anxiety of patients

DOI 10.1111/nicc.12198 (Turkey)

Ancoli-Israel (48) 0.12 Sleep, fatigue, depression, and

circadian activity rhythms

in women with breast cancer before

and after treatment: a 1-year

longitudinal study

DOI 10.1007/s00520-014-2204-5

(USA)

2 Chien (49) 8 The Effect of Lavender

Aromatherapy on Autonomic

Nervous System in Midlife

Women with Insomnia DOI

10.1155/2012/740813 (Taiwan)

Afshar (50) 0.11 The effects of guided imagery on state

and trait anxiety

and sleep quality among patients

receiving hemodialysis: a

randomized controlled trial

DOI 10.1016/j.ctim.2018.07.006

(Iran)

3 Bikmoradi (51) 6 Effect of inhalation aromatherapy

with lavender essential oil on

stress and vital signs in patients

undergoing coronary artery

bypass surgery: A single-blinded

randomized clinical trial DOI

10.1016/j.ctim.2014.12.001

(Iran)

Arai (52) 0.10 Auricular Acupuncture at the

“Shenmen” and “Point Zero”

Points Induced Parasympathetic

Activation

DOI 10.1155/2013/945063

(Japan)

4 Lillehei (53) 5 A Systematic Review of the

Effect of Inhaled Essential Oils

on Sleep DOI

10.1089/acm.2013.0311 (USA)

Lan (54) 0.09 Auricular acupuncture with seed or

pellet

attachments for primary insomnia: a

systematic

review and meta-analysis

DOI 10.1186/s12906-015-0606-7

(China)

5 Afshar (55) 5 Lavender Fragrance Essential Oil

and the Quality of Sleep

in Postpartum Women DOI

10.5812/ircmj.17(4)2015.25880

(Iran)

Chien (49) 0.08 The Effect of Lavender Aromatherapy

on Autonomic Nervous

System in Midlife Women with

Insomnia

DOI 10.1155/2012/740813

(Taiwan)

TABLE 5 | Clusters in the reference cooccurrence network.

ID Cluster Size Silhouette Mean(Year)

0 Sleep quality 40 0.848 2015

1 Inhaled lavender 34 0.919 2012

3 Waitlist-controlled trial 22 0.927 2015

view (Figure 7B), in recent years, more and more researchers
have begun to pay attention to auricular therapy to treat sleep
disorders associated with various diseases, such as hemodialysis
and hypertension (57, 58). In particular, hemodialysis became
the most significant cluster and has been active since 2012
(Figures 7C,D).

Clustering Based on Article Content
Using Cytoscape3.9.0, the clustering diagram based on Degree
value is obtained. The results show that the top 10 content
are auricular acupressure, aromatherapy, acupressure, fatigue,

INSOMNIA, anxiety, non (insomnia without co-morbidities),
foot reflexology, hemodialysis, aromatherapy massage. With
these several contents as the center, formed several mainmodules
(Figure 8).

DISCUSSION

General Overview
The mechanism of insomnia is very complex, including the
central and peripheral nervous systems and the endocrine
system. So far, there is still no clear consensus on the pathogenesis
of insomnia in modern medicine. Still, it is generally believed
that pathogenesis weakens inhibitory function or enhances
awakening function during the sleep-wake cycle (59). The
understanding of TCM about the pathogenesis of insomnia is the
imbalance of Yin and Yang, involving the disharmony of zang-
fu and the disharmony between Ying and Wei, which is similar
to the general understanding of Western medicine (60). In the
theory of TCM, the meridians and collaterals run qi and blood to
connect the zang-fu organs with the body surface and all parts
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of the body. Qi is divided into Yin and Yang. The movement
of qi rising and falling in and out promotes and regulates
human life activities, and qi impassability leads to the occurrence
and development of diseases. Insomnia is associated with many
aspects of mental disorders and physical diseases. Comorbid
insomnia has received extensive attention from researchers.

Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) has been
used in insomnia worldwide, and although TCM Nursing
Techniques are now included in the recommendations of sleep
guidelines, there is still a lack of high-quality research and
evidence-based evidence to support this treatment. There is
limited evidence that TCM Nursing Techniques can improve
insomnia symptoms. A systematic review of 40 randomized
controlled trials concluded that acupressure, reflexology, or
auricular massage, which places physical pressure on acupoints
or reflex areas, performed significantly better alone or in
combination with conventional care than with or without
conventional care (61). As a widely used, relatively safe, and
widely accepted intervention, TCM Nursing Techniques can
improve sleep quality and have no adverse effects on insomnia.

In this study, Cite Space 5.6.R5 was used to conduct statistical
analysis of relevant literature published in 2004 and 2021
on TCM Nursing Techniques in the treatment of insomnia,
including 146 articles. As can be seen from the publications
about insomnia research on TCM Nursing Techniques, it has
been presented a fluctuating upward trend, and the number of
publications has increased significantly in the last few years.
This phenomenon may be related to the development of
Complementary and Alternative Medicine. It indicates that there
is a great potential in the future.

Analysis of Countries, Research
Institutions and Published Journals
The output countries are mainly from the China and USA
(Table 2). China published the most articles, suggesting that
TCMNursing Techniques is widely accepted in China.Moreover,
since the centrality of China is the highest, it is also the
central collaborator of other countries. The output institutions
are mainly from the University of Hong Kong, Beijing,
Korea, Shenyang and Turkey. In addition, China and its three
institutions occupy a central position and maintain a high degree
of cooperation with countries and institutions. Collaboration
helps researchers who investigated insomnia research on TCM
Nursing Techniques share resources and exchange knowledge
and ideas, which is crucial for further development of the
insomnia research on TCM Nursing Techniques. Thus, stronger
collaboration networks should be established among more
countries, institutes, and authors, especially in China. However,
there is not yet an excellent cooperative relationship between
countries and institutions. Although there aremore than 20 TCM
universities in China, the research on TCM Nursing Techniques
for insomnia intervention is still in its infancy, which may be
related to the late establishment of TCM nursing disciplines and
the more emphasis on clinical efficacy. The top five authors are
from CAM or insomnia backgrounds. Although fewer authors
were at individual nodes in the Web of Science database,

TABLE 6 | Top 10 key words in terms of frequency and centrality.

Rank Keyword Count Keyword Centrality

1 Insomnia 46 Anxiety 0.2

2 Aromatherapy 33 Fatigue 0.19

3 Sleep quality 32 Acupressure 0.16

4 Fatigue 27 Sleep 0.16

5 Anxiety 26 Insomnia 0.14

6 Depression 22 Care 0.14

7 Acupressure 21 Depression 0.12

8 Sleep 20 Disorder 0.1

9 Therapy 17 Massage 0.09

10 Massage 15 Therapy 0.08

there was little collaboration between the teams, indicating
that no research team has been established to study auricular
therapy for insomnia. It indicates poor communication and
cooperation awareness among scholars worldwide in studying
TCM appropriate technology intervention in insomnia. The
academic exchange and collaboration between scholars need
to be strengthened urgently. It is more important to enhance
cooperation with experts with other professional backgrounds.

The top three journals are Journal of Alternative and
Complementary Medicine, Evidence-based Complementary
and Alternative Medicine and Complementary Therapies in
Medicine. This indicated that TCM Nursing Techniques is
regarded as complementary and alternative medicine. Although
it is challenging to publish articles related to TCM Nursing
Techniques in high-impact factor journals, it can be seen from
the trend of publication volume that more research on TCM
Nursing Techniques in the treatment of insomnia has been in
progress in recent years. Current bibliometric analysis shows
that more and more experts from different disciplines (such as
hemodialysis, anxiety, etc.) are studying this area, and many
clinical studies have been published so far. Research with good
design and quality control should be published in high-quality
journals gradually, which is conducive to exchange of research
findings on insomnia research on TCM Nursing Techniques.

Research Hot Spots and Trends
Keywords show the researchers’ research results and help to
understand the research progress. We combined keywords and
cluster graph analysis to reveal the research hot spots and
development trends in TCM Nursing Techniques of insomnia.
From the keyword network graph, anxiety has a high frequency
and ranks first in the centrality. Among the symptoms of co-
morbidities associated with insomnia, 73% of anxiety occurs
before insomnia, and 69% of the comorbidity cases of insomnia
and depression occur before insomnia (62). In addition, anxiety
levels were 17.35 times higher in insomniacs than in non-
insomniacs, and increased insomnia frequency was associated
with increased depression and anxiety (63). Our results reaffirm
the close relationship between insomnia and anxiety and
highlight the clinical predictive role of insomnia in future anxiety
and/or depressive episodes (64).
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FIGURE 7 | Network map (A), timezone view (B), cluster map (C) and timeline (D) of the keywords.

TABLE 7 | Top 5 TCM nursing technology treatment and insomnia comorbidity in terms of frequency and centrality.

Rank TCM nursing technology Count Centrality Comorbidity Count Centrality

1 Aromatherapy 33 0.06 Fatigue 27 0.19

2 Acupressure 21 0.16 Anxiety 26 0.2

3 Massage 15 0.09 Depression 22 0.12

4 Auricular acupressure 9 0.05 Pain 11 0.03

5 Aromatherapy massage 4 0.01 Hemodialysis 7 0.05

Our cluster analysis of keywords reveals two critical research
areas on the use of TCM Nursing Techniques to treat insomnia.
This article mainly deals with the diseases currently studied,
such as hemodialysis, breast cancer, anxiety, and postpartum
women; and the commonly used TCM Nursing Techniques,
such as Aromatherapy and Auricular therapy. And hemodialysis
is the largest cluster. In our study, we deeply analyzed the
articles of 5 authors with the most published literature and
the most cited articles and found that the most common

topics in the study mainly revolve around auricular therapy,
acupressure, and aromatherapy. In a word, the trend of insomnia
research on TCM Nursing Techniques mainly focuses on TCM
Nursing Techniques can improve the sleep quality of insomnia
complicated with diseases, especially hemodialysis complicated
with insomnia.

Among the cocitation reference, waitlist-controlled trials
formed the third-largest cluster. Due to ethical limitations, it
is impossible to select a physiologically similar placebo for
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FIGURE 8 | Clustering graph based on article content.

comparison in clinical studies of TCM Nursing Techniques. The
wait-list control group, as a baseline, gives researchers a good
idea of how the subjects who got the intervention were different
from the subjects who didn’t get the intervention at the same
time. There’s always a debate about how to choose the proper
control group.

The Most Studied TCM Nursing Technique
for Insomnia Intervention
Acupressure
In different types of insomnia, acupressure can significantly
improve the quality of sleep loss with high safety (65). Since
there is still no conclusion on the acupuncture points stimulated
by acupressure in current studies, and HT7 acupoint of heart
meridian as an important acupoint for insomnia has not been
supported by sufficient high-quality evidence, more attention
needs to be paid to this therapy (66).

Aromatherapy
It can be seen from the frequency and contribution chart of
cited journals and researchers that aromatherapy for insomnia

has been studied and applied more in countries outside China,
which may be related to the deep TCM theory in TCM
Nursing Techniques. As far as aromatherapy is concerned, it is
a safe, inexpensive, and effective tool for improving insomnia
symptoms in patients with very little training (67). Several
meta-analyses of random-effect models have shown that the
use of aromatherapy can alleviate sleep problems in patients
with insomnia, especially early sleep problems (53, 56, 68,
69). Meta analysis shows that essential oil massage is more
effective than essential oil inhalation in improving sleep quality
(56). However, due to the high heterogeneity between studies,
inferences from the results need to be applied with caution.
More in-depth and detailed studies on the pharmacological
activities of various essential oils used in aromatherapy are
needed in the future. More scientific, rigorous, and strong
trials are needed to analyze the actual effects of inhalation
aromatherapy on sleep. Because of the clinical significance
of sleep-affected wakefulness, measurements of wakefulness
outcomes should also be considered. For people with mild sleep
disorders, aromatherapy can be considered. Further studies with
a larger sample will be needed to build on these findings.
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Therefore, it is essential to develop specific guidelines for effective
inhalation aromatherapy.

Auricular Therapy Is the Most Potential Used TCM

Nursing Technique to Intervene Insomnia
From the research of national institutions and the cluster and
time zone view of keyword formation, we can infer that auricular
acupoint therapy may be a better TCM Nursing Techniques for
insomnia. Auricular therapy is the core discipline of traditional
ChineseMedicine (TCM), which has been practiced for hundreds
of years in China. Huangdi Neijing mentioned the ear is closely
related to the five Zang-organs and six Fu-organs, and twelve
regular channels all reach the ear directly or indirectly. So ancient
Chinese medicine has noticed that people can use the auricle to
diagnose diseases, especially the kidney disease.

First, themechanism of auricular acupoint therapy is relatively
clear. French doctor P Nogier first proposed the embryonic
inverted auricular diagram, and carried out extensive practice
and verification in clinical practice. In recent years, many studies
have shown that part of the efficacy of auricular therapy is
due to its stimulation of the vagus nerve in the ear. Local
cutaneous electrical changes reflect skinmotor activity controlled
by the autonomic nervous system (ANS). Usichenko et al.
summarized relevant clinical and experimental results and found
that the anatomical structure of the external auricular nerve
pathway is similar to the mechanism of action of percutaneous
vagal nerve stimulation (70). Not only that, but transcutaneous
vagal nerve stimulation also affects melatonin production. The
study of transcutaneous vagus nerve stimulation (tVNS) is
beneficial to enrich the evidence support of auricular therapy,
thus contributing to the further development of auricular therapy
(71). Moreover, the effect of Shenmen acupoint has been
recognized. A systematic review published by Chen et al. (23).
In 2009 concluded that Shenmen point is the most commonly
used acupoint for auricular therapy for insomnia. The auricular
acupoint MA-TF1 (Shen Men) is located in the triangular fossa
and receives nerve supply through the cranium (vagus nerve)
(72). However, no researcher updated and summarized this field
in recent years.

Secondly, auricular acupoint therapy has the advantages of
relatively simple operation, short operation time, and high
feasibility, which significantly reduces the work burden of clinical
nurses. And the side effect of auricular therapy is rare. However,
two systematic reviews suggested that auricular acupuncture
may cause bleeding or infectious diseases, and the adverse
events of auricular therapy were local skin irritation, discomfort,
tenderness at the sticking site, irritation or pain of adhesive
tape, dizziness, etc., which were primarily mild, short-term and
welltolerated. At present, no study has shown that the efficacy
of auricular acupuncture has a more significant advantage over
auricular pressing (73, 74). More studies are needed to determine
the optimal plan of auricular therapy for treating diseases. As
the highest level of evidence, the systematic evaluation concluded
that auricular therapy might be beneficial for insomnia (75), but
the evidence was plagued by significant limitations (76).

It is worth noting that there is considerable heterogeneity in
the intervention measures of different TCM Nursing Techniques

for insomnia, especially in the selection of acupoints and
stimulation frequency, which makes it difficult to compare and
integrate the intervention methods of various RCTs. Therefore,
to ensure the repeatability and reliability of research results, study
design and quality control need to be further strengthened. In
addition, no high-quality systematic review or meta-analysis has
been conducted in the recent five years to systematically report
the intervention time and follow-up time of acupoint selection
stimulation frequency. The purpose of the systematic evaluation
is primarily to verify effectiveness and safety (57, 58). There is
an urgent need for more high-quality, rigorously designed large-
scale randomized controlled clinical trials with longer duration
to confirm the efficacy of TCM Nursing Techniques in the
treatment of insomnia (77). In particular, it is necessary to study
further to select the acupoint frequency better and intervention
time stimulated by TCM Nursing Techniques in the treatment
of insomnia, analyze and select the most effective TCM nursing
program and operation procedures for the intervention of
insomnia, in order to meet the needs of evidence-based practice
and high-level clinical research, and promote the international
trend of TCM. In addition, large-scale prospective studies are
expected to clarify the efficacy of TCM Nursing Techniques
in comorbid insomnia, and the mechanisms of action of these
techniques will depend on the future animal and large-scale
clinical trials.

Limitations and Strengths
First, the database used in this study was Web of Science Core
Collection, which included articles of randomized controlled
trials published in English. The major reason we were not
choosing Chinese literature from databases in China such
as CNKI/WanFang is the quality of publications from these
databases are uneven parameters. 57 of the 146 articles we
included were published by Chinese scholars, accounting for
39 percent, and some high quality literatures from Chinese
were publicated in WOS. According to that, we thought the
results we searched from WOS could reflect Chinese research
in TCM nursing techniques for insomnia. Therefore, articles not
published in this database and those not published in English are
excluded, especially those published in Chinese. Second, in terms
of citation, authors may tend to cite articles from the journals
they wish to post, so theremay be selection bias. Thirdly, there are
only 146 articles published in English in the past 20 years, and the
Web of Science database is constantly updated. Therefore, newly
published articles may have an impact on this research. Make
full use of the limited evidence and our research using CiteSpace
software visualization analysis. Our results indicate that not
only can highlight by far the most influential in TCM Nursing
Techniques to treat insomnia of literature, but also help guide the
research target, provide more reference information and basis for
future research, and support to promote nursing research to the
clinical practice of TCM the transition of the course.

CONCLUSION

This study comprehensively and objectively analyzed the clinical
studies of TCM Nursing Techniques for insomnia published
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in the Web of Science database and explored and analyzed
the overall development trend of significant national and
institutional cooperation in the past 18 years. The current
research status shows that this field has excellent development
prospects, but China and scholars still need to strengthen
cooperative relationships. Hot issues and research frontiers are
sleep quality, comorbid insomnia, and clinical trial design. By
observing the different TCM Nursing Techniques for a variety of
the cause of insomnia sleep quality improvement, further refine
the evaluation index of sleep, and determine the most effective
insomnia of TCM nursing plan and intervention operation rules,
to explore the mechanism of action of insomnia of TCM nursing
intervention technology, actively apply various newmethods and
new ideas will be insomnia treatment the important developing
direction in the future.
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